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Ontology plays an important role in semantic Web technology since it can effectively represent the
domain knowledge. We develop a novel framework for automatically generating the domain
knowledge by analyzing different Web sites in a given domain. The idea of our approach is to
consider two kinds of information from the Web sites. The first kind of information is the text
fragments corresponding to the concepts in the ontology. The other kind of information is the
header labels corresponding to the concepts. We design a method for generating the domain
ontology by measuring the similarity between the concepts in different Web sites. We have
conducted extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
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1. Introduction
Semantic Web is considered as the next generation of the World Wide Web. The goal of semantic
Web is to describe Web resources with well-defined and machine-understandable meaning. Ontology
plays a vital role in semantic Web because it defines the conceptual meanings and their relationship in
a given domain. Previously, ontology has been adopted in various research areas such as bioinformatics
(Stevens et al., 2002). Due to the terminological discrepancies between different biological
repositories, data cannot be shared easily. Gene Ontology attempts to solve this problem by introducing
a set of controlled vocabularies for annotating a gene product with its molecular functions, the
biological process in which it is involved, and the cellular locations in which it is found (The Gene
Ontology Consortium, 2000).
Ontology is regarded as a conceptual hierarchy of the domain since it is normally expressed as a
tree-like structure. For example, Figure 1 shows a sample of a Web page from a Web site about book
catalog1. There are several book records in this page. Each book record contains concepts such as
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“title”, “author”, “published”, “list price”, “you save”, and “our price”. Figure 2 depicts a sample
ontology representing a book in this Web site. In this ontology, there is a root node called “book”. The
internal nodes, such as “title”, represent different concepts associated with a book. “List price”, “you
save”, and “our price” are the sub-concepts of the concept “price”.

Fig. 1 An example of Web page about book catalog.
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Fig. 2 The ontology describing the relationship between the concepts of a book in the Web page
shown in Figure 1.
Manual effort is required to construct a specific ontology for a given site. This task becomes
tedious, error-prone, and requires a high level of expertise, when a large number of different sites must
be dealt with. Recently, several research groups attempted to apply machine learning techniques for
ontology learning, in order to reduce human effort in ontology construction (Maedche et al., 2001,
Navigli et al., 2003, Tijerino et al., 2003). Some of these techniques are semi-automatic and require
interactions with the users during the construction process. Some methods can only handle data in a
specified format such as tables in Web pages. This poses limitations in current ontology learning
techniques. Moreover, the ontology constructed for a particular Web site may not effectively apply to
another Web site, even in the same domain. Consider the Web page shown in Figure 32. It is collected
from a Web site different from the one shown in Figure 1. Figure 4 depicts the ontology describing the
concepts of a book in this Web site. Although both ontologies in Figures 2 and 4 define a book, there
are several differences. First, some concepts such as “published” and “ISBN” are present in only one of
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the ontologies. Second, “list price” in Figure 2 and “MSRP” in Figure 4 both refer to the same concept,
but in different terminology. Therefore, the ontology constructed for one Web site typically cannot be
reused in another Web site. A separate effort is required to construct a specific ontology for the new
site. One possible solution to this problem is to construct a general domain ontology which contains all
the concepts and the associated terminologies. For instance, Figure 5 depicts the ontology which can
describe the books in both Figures 1 and 3. However, the construction of such general ontology
becomes difficult when there are numerous individual ontologies from different Web sites.

Fig. 3 An example of Web page about book catalog collected from a different Web site shown in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 4 The ontology describing the relationship between the concepts of a book in the Web page
shown in Figure 3.
We develop a framework in which users can provide training examples from one particular source
Web site and automatically construct the general domain ontology in a domain. For example, suppose
the source Web site is the one shown in Figure 1, which is associated with the ontology shown in
Figure 2. Our framework can automatically refine this existing ontology to suit the new site as shown
in Figure 3. The resulting ontology after the refinement will be the one depicted in Figure 4. Next, the
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two ontologies in Figures 2 and 4 are considered to generate the domain ontology depicted in Figure 5.
The generation of domain ontology is achieved by considering two kinds of information in the Web
sites. The first kind of information is the text fragments corresponding to the content of the concepts in
the ontologies. For example, text fragment samples corresponding to the content of the concept “title”
on the Web page in Figure 1 include “Game Programming Gems 2”, “Microsoft Excel 2003
Programming Inside Out”, and “Practical C++ Programming 2nd Edition”. These text fragments can be
easily collected or extracted by using automatic information extraction methods such as wrappers
(Cohen, et al., 2002, Kushmerick and Thomas, 2002, Wong and Lam, 2004). Since text fragments from
the same concept in different Web sites contain similar characteristics, they are useful in generating the
concepts contained in the domain ontology. The second kind of information is the header labels
associated with the concepts in the Web sites. For instance, the text fragments “You save” and “Our
price” are the header labels in the Web sites shown in Figures 1 and 3. These header labels provide a
very useful clue in identifying the concept in the domain ontology, because the same concept in
different ontologies is normally associated with similar header labels in different Web sites. Our
framework analyzes this information to construct the domain ontology using different individual
ontologies from different Web sites.
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Fig. 5 The general ontology describing the relationship between the concepts of a book in the
Web pages shown in Figures 1 and 3.
2. Related Work
Ontology plays an important role in semantic Web (World Wide Web Consortium, 2001) since it
provides a way to express the meaning and knowledge contained in the Web resources, such as Web
pages. With the semantic Web, software agents can then share knowledge in the Web. Another
application of ontology is in the area of bioinformatics. Gene Ontology and RiboWeb are two examples
for applying ontologies to semantically describe the knowledge in bioinformatics resources (Altman et
al., 1999, The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000). Stevens et al. proposed to use the ontology language
DAML+OIL to construct the bioinformatics concepts (Stevens and Goble, 2002). The constructed
ontology can support inference and be shared in the semantic Web.
Various semi-automatic methods are proposed to reduce the human work in ontology construction
(Maedche and Staab 2001, Navigli et al., 2003, van der Vet and Mars, 1998). However, they all require
user interaction during the construction process. A system known as TANGO (Tijerion et al., 2003)
attempts to semi-automatically generate the ontology from data in table format. In TANGO, an
ontology engineer first constructs a seed ontology within the system. Then, the system analyzes the
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content of each table, such as its caption, and designates value pairs in the Web page to form a miniontology. Next, the set of mini-ontologies will be integrated into the seed ontology. One limitation of
TANGO is that the data must be in table format.
Another common shortcoming for the above approache is that the ontology constructed can only
represent a particular Web site. If we want to construct the ontology for a new Web site, a separate
effort is required. Maedche et al. investigated the problem of ontology reuse (Maedche et al., 2003).
They discovered that the ontology defined for one Web site may not be applicable to another site. They
proposed a framework to solve this problem by providing a mathematical model to retain the
consistency in the reused ontology. They also developed a tool for managing the ontologies from
different Web sites. However, their approach still requires a considerable amount of human effort in
practice. Doan et al. proposed a method to solve the ontology matching problem which aims at
matching the concepts of two ontologies (Doan et al., 2003). For example, the concept “associate
professor” in one ontology may be equivalent to the concept “senior lecturer” in another ontology.
However their approach requires human effort to prepare training documents in each concept. Their
objective is also different from ontology construction or refinement.
3. Domain Ontology Generation

Fig. 6 An overview of our method of generating domain ontology.
The objective of our approach is to generate the desired domain ontology based on an initial
ontology and training examples from a particular source Web site. The idea behind our approach is to
first refine the ontology from the source Web site to obtain different ontologies, tailored for other new
sites in the given domain. Next, individual ontologies from different Web sites are analyzed and two
kinds of information from the Web sites are considered to generate the domain ontology. The first kind
of information is the text fragments corresponding to the content of the concepts in the ontologies.
Since the text fragments corresponding to the same concept share some common characteristics in
different Web sites, we can analyze the content of these text fragments and decide whether the nodes
from different ontologies refer to the same concept. The second kind of information is the header labels
of the concepts in different Web sites. The header labels collected from different Web sites are similar
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if they are related to the same concept. Therefore, the header labels provide very important information
in domain ontology generation. We develop a two phase approach for generating the domain ontology.
Figure 6 shows the overview of our approach. The first phase is the ontology refinement phase based
on our previous work (Wong and Lam, 2005). The goals of this phase are to analyze the ontology and
the text fragments associated with concepts from the source Web site, and to generate the refined
ontologies tailored to the new unseen sites. This phase considers the clues from the text fragments and
corresponding concepts in the ontology, the header labels, and the visual layout of the Web sites. The
refined ontologies are tailored for the corresponding new Web sites and can precisely represent the
information of the concepts in the new sites. In this paper, we focus on the second phase of our
approach. Readers can refer to (Wong and Lam, 2005) for the details of the first phase, which is
ontology refinement.
The second phase is the domain ontology generation phase. The goal of this phase is to construct
the domain ontology based on the ontologies from different Web sites in the same domain. This phase
considers the information from the content of the text fragment corresponding to the concepts and the
information from the header labels. The goal of this phase is to compute the similarity between the
concepts in the ontologies. If the concepts from different ontologies are similar, they are regarded as
the same concept and become a single concept in the final domain ontology. We design a two-level edit
distance between two text fragments. A scoring method is then developed, based on the two-level edit
distance, to determine the similarity between the concepts in the ontologies.
As mentioned above, the first phase of our approach generates the tailored ontology for each of the
hypothetical Web sites. A set of text fragments and header labels corresponding to each of the concepts
in the ontology will also be automatically extracted in this phase. For example, the text fragments
“Scott Urman” and “Author” are a sample text fragment and a sample header label corresponding to
the concept “author” in the ontology shown in Figure 4. The domain ontology is then constructed based
on these text fragments and header labels from different Web sites. Our method is designed based on
the two-level edit distance between two text fragments. We define the two-level edit distance as
follows:
Definition 3.1 Suppose there are two tokens t1 and t2 containing p and q characters respectively, the
character-level edit distance between the tokens is the minimum cost of transforming t1 to t2 by
inserting, deleting or modifying the characters in t1, where the cost of insertion, deletion, and
modification of a character is 1. The normalized character-level edit distance is the character-level edit
distance divided by max(p,q).
Definition 3.2 Suppose f1 is a text fragment containing the sequence of tokens t11,t12, …, t1m and f2 is
another text fragment containing the sequence of tokens t21, t22, …, t2n. We define the token-level edit
distance, D(f1,f2), between the text fragments f1 and f2 as the minimum cost of transforming f1 to f2 by
inserting, deleting or modifying the tokens in f1, where the cost of insertion, deletion of a token is 1,
and the cost of modification of a token t1i to t2j is the normalized character-level edit distance between
t1i and t2j. The normalized token-level edit distance is the token-level edit distance divided by
max(m,n).
Both the character-level, and token-level edit distance, can be computed efficiently using a
dynamic programming technique (Gusfield, 1997). This token-level edit distance can effectively
represent the similarity between the two text fragments.
Figures 7 and 8 depict the outline of our automatic domain ontology generation algorithm and the
associated score function, respectively. In the automatic domain ontology generation algorithm, we
first randomly select one Web site from the set of K Web sites. The ontology associated with the
selected Web site is regarded as the seed ontology. This seed ontology will “grow” and become the
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domain ontology. Next, the distance between a particular concept, c, in the seed ontology and another
concept, c', in the ontologies from the remaining sites is computed using the score function depicted in
Figure 8. If the distance is smaller than a pre-defined threshold θ, then c and c' are regarded as the same
concept and are merged by the merge function. The merge function effectively updates the set of text
fragments corresponding to the concept c by adding the text fragments corresponding to the concept c'.
If the distance is larger than θ, then c' is regarded as a different concept from c, and it will be added to
the seed ontology. Subsequently, c' will be removed from the associated ontology. After processing all
the concepts in the ontologies, the “grown” seed ontology is returned as the domain ontology.

Figure. 7 The outline of the automatic domain ontology generation algorithm.

Figure. 8 The outline of the score function used in automatic domain ontology generation.
The score function takes into account two pieces of information to determine the distance between
the two ontologies. As mentioned before, each concept is associated with a set of text fragments and
header labels corresponding to that concept. One piece of data considered in the score function is the
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text fragments corresponding to the concepts c and c'. Suppose Fc and Fc' are sets of text fragments
corresponding to the concept c and c', respectively. For each element in Fc, the score function first
finds the nearest neighbor in Fc' using the normalized token-level edit distance as the distance measure.
Also, dist1 is the average distance between the elements in Fc and their nearest neighbor in Fc'. Other
information considered is the header labels corresponding to the concepts c and c', where dist2 is the
normalized token-level edit distance between the header labels hc and hc' associated with c and c',
respectively. Finally, the distance between the two concepts is the weighted sum of dist1 and dist2 with
the pre-defined weight α.
4. Experimental Results

Table. 1 Web sites in the book catalog domain collected for experiments.
We conducted experiments on several real-world Web sites in the book catalog domain to
demonstrate the performance of our automatic ontology generation framework. Table 1 shows the Web
sites used in our experiment. The first column shows the Web site label, and the second column shows
the name of the Web sites and the corresponding URL.
To evaluate the performance of our ontology refinement framework, we first manually construct
the domain ontology of the book catalog domain. This manually constructed ontology is considered the
gold standard for evaluation. Also, our automatic ontology generation method was conducted to
generate the domain ontology, using the provision of ontology and training examples from a source
Web site. For example, the user provides the ontology and the text fragments corresponding to the
concepts from S1, and our automatic ontology generation method is applied to generate the domain
ontology. The resulting ontology is then compared with the manually constructed domain ontology for
evaluation. We evaluate the performance by calculating the tree edit distance between the automatic
generated ontology and the manually constructed ontology. The tree edit distance is defined as the
minimum cost of an edit operation sequence that transforms one tree to the other. There are three kinds
of edit operations. The first operation is to change the label of a node φ. The second operation is to
delete a node φ, and make its children become the children of the original parent of φ. The third
operation is to insert a node φ as the child of another node ϕ, and make any child become the child of
φ. We fix the costs of all these edit operations to 1. The smaller the tree edit distance between the two
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ontologies, the greater their similarity is. Readers can refer to (Shasha and Zhang, 1997) for the details
of the tree edit distance.
Table 2 shows the results of comparing the automatic generated ontology with the manually
constructed domain ontology. The first column shows the Web sites (source sites) from which the
ontologies and training examples are provided. The second and third column depict the edit distance
between the automatic generated ontology and the manually constructed ontology (ε), and the edit
distance between the automatic generated ontology and the manually constructed ontology, normalized
by the total number of concepts (ε’). Note that the smaller the distance, the better is the performance.
The results indicate that our framework achieves a very satisfactory result in discovering the structure
of the ontology.

Table. 2 Performance of our automatic ontology generation framework on generating the
domain ontology in the book catalog domain. ε refers to the tree edit distance between the
automatic generated ontology and the manually constructed ontology in the domain. ε’ refers to
the tree edit distance between the automatic generated ontology and the manually constructed
ontology normalized by the total number of concept in the domain. (Note that the smaller the
distance, the better is the performance.)
5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have developed a two phase framework for generating the domain ontology with the provision
of an initial ontology and training examples from a particular source Web site. The first phase of our
framework can effectively generate the ontologies tailored for different Web sites. These ontologies
from different Web sites are then analyzed in the second phase to automatically generate the domain
ontology. This phase mainly considers two kinds of information. One kind of information is the text
fragment corresponding to the concepts in the ontology. Since the text fragments corresponding to the
same concept from different Web sites share some similar characteristics, they can help identify the
concepts contained in the domain ontology. Another kind of information is the header labels
corresponding to the concepts. The same concept from different Web sites is normally associated with
similar header labels. This provides a very useful clue to identifying concepts. We have designed a
two-level edit distance to express the similarity between two text fragments. The domain ontology is
generated based on the two-level edit distance technique. We have conducted extensive experiments to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. The results demonstrate that our approach can
effectively reduce the human effort involved in constructing the domain ontology.
We intend to extend our framework in several directions. One possible direction is to incorporate
the domain knowledge of the users. Oftentimes, users have some knowledge about the ontology, such
as some constraints between concepts. This domain knowledge is useful in constructing a precise and
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expressive ontology. Another possible direction is to apply the automatically generated ontology in
multi-agent system for querying between agents. Since the ontology contains the domain knowledge, it
is helpful in the query system.
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